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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 This chapter, the writer wants to present review of related literature. This 

chapter explains about literature, poetry, kinds of poetry, elements of poetry, song, 

meanings, and message of poetry. 

2.1 Literature 

Literature is an art of communicating that lives with the language. 

Literature uses language as a medium. The language of literature is more 

specifically different with the language that used in general. According to 

Rahmanto (1988), “Literature is a group of specific language that is used to 

deliver the feeling, thought, emotion, and idea”. The language of literature is 

created more specific aims to attract the readers to came in the world of literature 

it self. It means that the readers understanding about contains of literature. 

Moreover, the language of literature is used to create deep impression to the 

readers of literary work. By using literature people can express their feelings, 

emotions, and ideas by writing.  

Meanwhile, Sumarjo & Saini (1997) stated that “Literature is an 

inspiration of life and human personality which describes about feelings, 

emotions, and ideas to create inspiration, enchantment in frame of literature by 

using language as medium”. Literature is created based on the real life of the 
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people like an experience, imagination. Literature was born from the language 

thoughts that evolves into written language that known as a literary work. 

 From definition above, the researcher concludes that literature is a part of 

language. Both of them can not be separated each other. The language of literature 

is different with the language that is used in general. Moreover, literature is an 

inspiration and experience of human life. Literature is an art that written to 

express a feelings, emotions, ideas, and thoughts. Literature does not only 

entertain the readers but also provides the reader to learn from the problem and 

the way how to solve the problem of the human life. Therefore, literature gives us 

more important thing to human life. 

2.2 Poetry  

 Poetry is most popular in modern era. Usually, poetry called as poem. 

Poetry is one of a literary work that is written to express feeling, emotion, and to 

get deep impression to the readers. Mostly, poetry is a sequence of events of 

people and written based on the experience of human being. According to 

Pradopo (2000:7), stated that “poem is a records of human experience, and has 

changed into the form of memorable”. Poem is an expression of human feelings 

based on the experience that is written using a beautiful word and meaning. 

Waluyo (2013), poetry is a literary work with the languages that is    

 Meanwhile, Macmillan (1984), added “poetry begins with human voice 

singing or chanting, and then they can easily forget that one of the pleasures of 
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poetry iss the sound it makes”. By using poetry, people can express their feelings, 

ideas, and thoughts. 

2.3 Kinds of Poetry 

According to Macmillan (1984) poem is classified into three categories such 

as: narrative poem, dramatic poem, and lyric poem. 

2.3.1 Narrative Poetry 

Narrative poem is one of kinds of poem that tells a story. Narrative poetry 

more concentrated than short story. Usually, narrative poem are talking about 

human life. Like an events or experience of people. Narrative poem is divided into 

epic poems and ballad poem is a shorter narrative poem. Narrative poem aim‟s to 

telling a story.   

2.3.2 Dramatic Poetry 

Dramatic poem is a poem that reveals characters speaking to themselves, to 

each other or to the reader. Usually, dramatic poem contains of narrative elements 

and dramatic elements. Narrative elements present character in particular 

situation. Dramatic elements contain of dialogue and setting. Generally, dramatic 

poem is similar with narrative poem, but there is a difference between dramatic 

poem and narrative poem. Dramatic poem focuses on character not on events. 

While, narrative poem focuses on events. 
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2.3.3 Lyrical Poetry  

According to Macmillan (1984), Lyric is a brief, often musical expression of 

the speaker‟s emotion. Usually, Lyric poem is short and it contains of narrative 

elements, or dramatic elements, and focusing on the personal feelings of the poet. 

While, Sumardjo and Saini, (1997:26), stated that “lyrical poem is a poem that 

express to represent the feeling, thought, emotion, and the attitude of the poet. 

More lyrical poem marked by intense emotion and musical language. Sumardjo 

and Saini (1997), divided Lyrical poetry into three types such as: 

2.3.3.1 Affective poem 

 Affective poem is a lyrical poem that aims to be better influence the 

readers. This type of lyric poem invites to the readers to share in the spiritual 

atmosphere of the poet. 

2.3.3.2 Cognitive poem 

 Cognitive poem is a poem that emphasizes the idea of the content and 

theme of the poet. This poem usually contains a statement of ideas, expressed in 

the language of style. 

2.3.3.3 Expressive poem 

 Expressive poem is a lyrical poem that expressing the personality of the 

poet. This poem considers of feelings, thoughts, views of life, symbol, and the 

problems that revealed of the poets. 

In this research “For the Rest of My `1Life” song lyric including of expressive 

poem because this poem expressing the personal feelings. 
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2.4 Elements of Poetry   

 In literary works, the element of poem is important. Therefore, there are 

several elements are used in a poem such as: 

2.4.1 Theme and Tone 

 Theme is one of the important elements to anlyze poetry. In literary work, 

theme is more important for poets because it is a central ideas to determine what 

are the title of poem. According to Meyer (1990), „Theme is central of idea or 

meaning of story. Theme is important role because literary work will not have 

meaning if does not have theme. An understanding of theme will make the readers 

know what are the fuction of meaning of the song.  Another element is tone. Tone 

also is a part of important elements of poetry. Tone is attitude of personal toward 

the subject which is created mood or feeling. Quinn (2006:421), adds that “Tone 

is attitude toward the subject expressed in a work”. By using tone the readers can 

feels sad, angry, shocking, nostalgic, or humorous after reads a poem. Tone 

usually is understood as the author‟s attitude, but not need to be identified with 

the author. Yanni (2002:686) mentioned that “tone is an abstraction we make 

from the details of a poem‟s language. Tone will create mood of people which is 

when a people feels happy, sad, angry, shocking, nostalgic, humorous after sing a 

song or listening song. 

2.4.2 Sound  

  The world is alive with sound, without sound the world is lonely as well as 

poetry. Poetry will be lonely and having no meaning without sound. Therefore, 
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the deep impression on the poem will not create. Sound is one of important 

elements of poem to create a beautiful words or phrases in each of line or stanza. 

According to Yanni (2002) “sound classified into rhyme that is the matching of 

final vowel and consonant sounds in two or more words”. Rhyme is a repetition 

sound or similary sound that usually occure in the last line. According to Quinn 

(2006) “Rhyme is a duplication of sounds, usually at the end of a line of verse”. 

Commonly, the form of rhyme occure in the last stressed vowel in line. for 

example: as in labor-neighbor or Jill-hill. While, rhythm refers to the regular 

recurrence of the accent or a stress of the song in a poem.  

2.4.3 Diction 

 Diction called as word choice. Diction or choice of words, it has a very 

important place in the poem such as meaning, sound, and the number of syllables 

in each word. This element affects the tone of the poem and deep impression of 

the poem. According to McMillan (1984:176) “word choice is a writer‟s particular 

selection of language in any work. Often referred to as diction, word choice 

strongly influences the tone of the poem and our impression of its speaker”.  

Diction divide into two parts such as denotation and conotation. Denotation is 

literal meanings of word, and cconnotation is an associations, implication its 

means that has unilateral meaning of word. 

2.4.4 Imagery 

 Many ways have done to create impression of poems. In poetry, Imagery is 

collection of a picture of reall life. According to Macmillan (1984:181) “Imagery 
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is a collection of images”. It means that Imagery is collecting picture of life, or 

experience of people. Imagery aims to describe about story of poem. Another 

reason is to create a beautiful meaning in poem. With the beautiful poems the 

writer of poem will bring the reader into picture of poem. The reader will feel 

what are the writer says or tells in a poem.    

2.4.5 Figurative Language  

 According to Meyer (1990) “figurative language is a figure of speech a 

way of saying one thing in terms of something else”. Often figurative language 

uses a concrete image to express abstract idea. Using figurative language is 

making imaginative description in fresh way. Meyer (1990) is divided figurative 

language into several kinds as follow: 

2.4.5.1 Metaphor 

 Metaphor is a figure of speech that is an implied. Metaphor is comparing 

two things that are ordinarily considered unlike each other. It is similiar with 

simile but metaphor more implicitly and also there is no words such as  “ like, as, 

appears, .than, or seems”. 

Example :  

“It is raining cats and dogs”, “His head was spinning with ideas”. 

2.4.5.2 Simile 

 Simile is a figure of speech that directly compares two apparently unlike 

things. Usually, simile uses some words “like” or “as” to links the two items. A 

simile describes attention to some characteristic that the two otherwise dissimilar 

items have in common. 
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Example:  

“Life is a like a box of crayons”. 

2.4.5.3 Synecdoche 

 Synecdoche is a figure of speech which part of something used to signify 

the whole of something. Similary with metonimy but, synecdoche is sometimes 

considered a subclass of metonimy. It is more distance related to other figures of 

speech, such as methaphor. Sinecdhoche refers to the whole of a thing by the 

name of any one of its parts.  

Example:  

  calling a car “wheels” 

2.4.5.4 Metonymy 

 Metonymy is a figure of speech in which something closely associated 

with a subject substituted.subtitution of cause for effect, proper name for one of 

qualities, etc. In methonimy the word we use to describe another thing os closely 

linked to that particularnthing but is not necessary a part of it. 

Example: 

The white house-in place of the president or others who work 

2.4.5.5 Personification  

 Personification is a kind of figurative language to describe an attribution 

of human qualities which given to thing, animal, object, or ideas.  

Example :  

The stars danced playfully in the moonlit sky 
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2.4.5.6 Symbol 

 Symbol is a figure of speech in which an object, place, person, or 

experience means more than what it is. 

Example:  

“A rainbow in the sky” the rainbow is symbol of hope and good things to 

come. 

2.4.5.7 Hyperbole 

 Hyperbole is a figure of speech in which part of sometime is used to 

expression of exaggeration of thing in a poem.  

Example:  

   “his voice scrattches the sky” 

2.4.5.8 Allegory 

 Allegory is a narration or description usually restricted to a single meaning 

because events, action, character, settings, and object, represent specific 

abstraction or ideas. 

Example:  

“along with things I wish were said, failed ways to move ahead” 

2.5  Song 

 Song is one of most popular literary work. Song it is preferable and very 

close to the people in society. Almost all of people like listening music and sing a 

song every day. Song is one of components of music. Both of them cannot 

separate each other. Song is type of lyrical poetry that combines with musical 
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instruments. Song is short lyric or narrative set to music. the music often 

reproduces the mood of and lends heightened emotional expression to the song‟s 

text, which is oftena poem. According to Quinn (2006:393), Song is a term for a 

type of lyric poem, not necessarily design to be set to music in this sense it serves 

as synonym for a lyric poem. Song is a short lyrical poem that expressing about 

voice of heart of poet‟s. By song the reader can expressing their feelings with sing 

a song. 

2.5.1 Type of Song 

 Macmillan (1984), mentioned that there are several types of song such as: 

2.5.1.1 Elegy  

 Elegy is a song lyric that represent the composer‟s condolence or 

lamentation `because of the death of an individual or group. 

2.5.1.2 Epigram 

 Epigram is a song lyric that represents common experiences of life such as love 

and friendship. The tone that accompanies this song lyric varies depending on the 

composers‟ private preferences. 

2.5.1.3 Parody 

 Parody is a song lyric that consists of ridicule or criticizes the other work by 

imitating or exaggerating its plot, character, style, or theme. This song lyric is 

usually sung by humorous tone. 
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2.5.1.4 Satire  

 Satire is a song lyric that uses humor and wit to ridicule or criticizes 

individual or societies such as human right violation, racism, corruptive official 

apparatus, etc. 

 Based on the explanation in above “For the Rest of My Life lyric song 

includes of type of song epigram because there are has an experience of life from 

singer. 

2.5 Meanings 

 In literary works, meaning has close relationship with theme. Theme is a 

message that the poet‟s wants to express in a poem. It is important to learn, and 

understand the meaning of the poem. It is basic way to know what are the poet‟s 

want to tells to the reader and listener about poems. There are several kinds of 

meaning of word such as: general meaning and detail meaning. 

 According to Pateda (2001:131), general meaning is the meaning that 

concerns all of them not concern to especially. General meaning is easy to find the 

meaning. Usually, the title of poem leads to the general meaning. The general 

meaning is very simple. It consists of one or two sentence only. It must be based 

on reading the whole poem.  

 While, detailed meaning According to Alexander (as cited in Ibadillah 

2004), detail meaning is a meaning given in each stanza without paraphrasing the 

meaning of individual word except the symbol guides to know the content of 
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poem. Detailed meaning can be written as continuous paragraph. By knowing the 

detail meaning the reader will understand and easy to know the “hidden meaning” 

in a poem. 

2.7 Message 

 Message is an indirect communication that is delivered to person to 

another. Usually, message is an implicit and explicit. In literaryworks message is 

an important because, message is advice that is purposed by author about anything 

that is related to the problems of life. According to Nurgiyantoro (2013), 

“message is a lesson that is delivered by author to the audience such as: reader, 

listener about the meanings of literary work to tell a story”. Waluyo, (2003) adds 

that “message is the impression that is captured by the readers after reading the 

poems”. By attitude and experience after reading poems the reader can conclude 

the message that is related with the point of view of the reader about anything. 

Not all messages using a written. Message can deliver by written and oral. But, 

Message is not easy to express, because it is implied. Nurgiyantoro, (2013), add 

that message is classified into three parts such as:  

2.7.1 Moral Message 

 Moral message is way of life from author about value that wants to deliver 

to the reader. Moral message can be conveyed by suggestion, advice, or idea of 

the author to the readers. For instance, nobody‟s perfect in this world so we 

merely cannot be proud of ourselves.  
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2.7.2 Religious Message 

 Religious message relates to particular religious faith or suggestion from 

the author to the readers about the religion as human conviction and not only 

religion as law. For instance, when you feel crazy come to God. 

2.7.3 Social Message 

 Social message relates to human society. The form of social life can be 

more interesting, actual, and relevant to be applied in modern life. Social life 

aspects are authentic, eternal and universal and they are unlimited by the time and 

place.  

2.8 Way to Get a Message 

 To get a message in literary work is difficult. Thereore, message not 

always difficult to express because, the messages mostly stated or delivered 

implicitly. Meyer (1990), mentioned, “Message or theme is not always easy to be 

expressed but, some principles can aid in articulating the central of meaning of a 

work”. Therefore, the readers should have great desire and wide knowledge about 

literature to analyze the message. There are stage that should be done by the 

readers in obtaining the message 

1. The readers should read a poem more than once. It will give the readers 

chance to become a familiar with the poem. 

2. The readers should understand about contents of the poem with the carefully 

and Looking for the difficult word to get the theme of the poem, because the 

theme becomes fundamental element that should be found out.  
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3. The readers, in getting the message, can use subject matter, general, and 

detail meaning. Clearly, subject matter can answer the question about what 

the subject of poem. General meaning and detail meaning also lead the 

reader to find out the message of poem. 

4. The readers illustrated the poem, by which they can draw the last inference 

about message. 

2.9 Biography of Maher Zain 

 Maher Zain, born 16 March 1982 is a popular singer and songwriter with 

the genre religious. The original name is Maher Mustafa Maher Zain was born in 

Lebanon. Maher‟s first musical inspiration came from his father, who was singer 

himself, performing locally in the beautiful Mediterranean city of tripoly- 

Lebanon. Fascinated by the music and Instruments, Maher got his first keyboard 

when he was only ten and ever since music officially became part of Maher 

world. For him, Music is his life and he spent adolescence with his friend to write 

a song and singing together. In 2007 Maher Zain converted to Islam and brought 

religious song into modern music. Maher is a multitallented artist. Besides as a 

songwriters and singer, he also producer of music.  

Maher is started to join with Awakening record and started to solo career 

on 2009. The first Album of Maher Zain is “Thank You Allah” with the title song 

is “Insha Allah” having released French and Arabic version released on 2009. 

This Album is most popular in the world. Maher Zain also colaborated with Fadly 

from the Indonesian band Padi which they singng together in the song “For the 
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Rest of My Life” in indonesia version it will be released throught Sony Music 

Indonesia. 

The second album is “Forgive Me” with the hit single “Number One of 

Me” released on 2012. Mostly Maher Zain‟s song talks about life, religion, love, 

and social theme. Maher is a singer and songwriter of Modern Islamic Music with 

his meaningful songs that aims to inspire, entertain, send a message of peace, and 

hope to the world. Maher Zain becomes a phenomenon in many countries, such as 

Turkey, Egypt, the Arab region, countries, Muslim communities in Europe, and 

Indonesia, etc. Maher Zain is a first Muslim artist that have more than one million 

fans.The songs of Maher Zain‟s is  


